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We are a  with focus on 
talent and hr development

consulting company

We 
by implementing projects and consulting

build teams and accelerate talents’ growth 

We also design  for 
founders and employees to help them develop 
via case studies, best practices and analytics

educational projects↓
↓

↓
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Every single thing in a company is about talents. 
TYPICAL is on the mission to make talents grow, 
so that businesses can reach their goals
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«
 The team is always eager to share 

experience, check decisions, and find solutions. 
Smart and experienced, these experts know what 
direction to take and what path to choose.»

TYPICAL became our partner we can discuss any 
problem with.Serge Orekhov, 


Co-founder of PINKMAN

«Working with TYPICAL made a change. 
 Before the 

collaboration we used to act intuitively and 
implemented only the things that seemed to be 
interesting. Now each team is focused on the tasks of 
its own. Meanwhile, our experiments speed also has 
boosted, and the funnel conversions have grown.»

We got 2 
teams, and it boosted us greatly.Ivan Shishkin,


ex-CPO at Resume.io
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«The 
. The project affected our goal 

setting, decision making, roles assignment, approaches 
development.»

main result of our work with TYPICAL is team’s 
culture transformationMike Levin,


Chief Transformation 
Officer at Emex

«TYPICAL helped us to 

. Moreover, we shaped a healthy 
scaling.»

sort everything out, to range 
people and to reach the state of “well, the puzzle is 
about to be completed”

Tikhon Belousko, 
CDO at Resume.io
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«Thanks to TYPICAL, 
. Now I watch their independence 

grow.»

our managers got a new area of 
responsibility - peopleMikki Rozov, 


Co-founer of PINKMAN

«I think TYPICAL can be efficient both for the huge 
companies and for the fresh ones: 

. TYPICAL is not a conventional company.»

the former will 
understand their existing problems, the latter will learn 
to fly

Alex Taktarov, 
CTO at Resume.io
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«We have already collaborated with TYPICAL in several 
ways because we regard the guys as . We 
always look for such  who know the 
mechanics better than we do.»

partners
professionals

Ilya Moshin,

CEO at Rusprofile
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Why we are here

We want to 

 and ambitions to create more useful 
and bright products

help people and companies become more 
conscious so that there are more teams with 
purposeful work
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•

•

•

    Talents are perceived as functions 
which only have to help businesses 
prosper


    People don’t understand how to apply 
each other’s potential and work in a team


    Nearly 60% of employees don’t feel 
very motivated → to do their jobs. 
Companies prefer to inspire talents with 
money and not with breathtaking 
challenges

•

•

•

    28% of employees quit during first 90 
days at a new job


    3 out of 4 employees don’t know → 
where to grow and how to do it


    People lack attention and 
development plans, they rarely get 
consistent feedbacks. Nearly 75% of 
employees quit their boss, not their job

People are unhappy at work, 
whether they are c-level or middle 
managers

Companies don’t invest in a culture that 
prioritizes professional development and 
educational training programs
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•

•

•

    Employees are not aware of the 
strategy and feel frustrated because they 
don’t understand what to do


    Objectives’ setting is controversial: 
managers don’t reach agreement, the 
team tends to change focus


    Companies lack consistent orgchart, 
so they annually waste 20–30% of 
revenue because of non-efficient 
processes

•    

•    

•

77% of recruiters go back and hire 
candidates who at first didn’t appear to be 
fit


Companies don’t fire people just 
because they need loyal teammates, so 
the concentration of non-effective 
employees is rising


    Companies don’t develop their HR 
brands, so candidates awareness is 
limited to a few most wanted corporations

Companies lack missions and goals 
— no feasible objectives, no nothing 

Hiring processes are away far from perfect 
— funnels are usually incoherent, metrics 
are bad
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for an Austrian Raiffeisenbank 

 — read the story →

we 
evaluated product managers 
competences and created personal 
development plans

for an international start-up Resume.io 
→ : divided 
teams into autonomous products, so 
that business can scale easier and 
faster — read the story→

we developed an orgchart

for Rusprofile 

 — read the 
story →

we developed an HR-
brand and created potential candidates 
communication strategy

Some ready-made cases, that we have 
already developed together with our 
customers

Each collaboration with a customer is an 
exciting journey full of discoveries. A journey, 
that helps companies receive a fresh 
overview on what’s happening inside and 
what opportunities do their talents have. 
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https://www.typical.company/collaborations/scoring-and-personal-development-plans-cookbook
http://Resume.io
https://www.typical.company/collaborations/the-org-chart-that-makes-product-teams-independent-scaling-easy-and-founders-free-from-operational-management
https://www.typical.company/collaborations/not-just-a-concept-first-steps-of-building-an-hr-brand
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with PINKMAN studio 

— read 
the story →

we evaluated 
directors’ managerial competences and 
created their development plans 

for an international company Emex 
, introduced 

new tools and educated employees. We 
taught them how to manage every 
hiring funnel stage and how to evaluate 
candidates — story being made

we 
redesigned hiring process

www.typical.company

Some ready-made cases, that we have 
already developed together with our 
customers

↓
↓

https://www.typical.company/collaborations/a-guide-on-efficient-personnel-management
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It’s crucial for us that our client 
. Some companies 

are interested in fundamental changes, others are 
eager to start with something small in order to get 
comfortable with the format. We are ready 

.

is involved into the 
process and ready for changes

to work 
at your suitable pace

What we can do together
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What we can do together if your whole company needs 
comprehensive and sustainable changes

01. check-up: we will check your 
company’s health to see how 
employees feel, how efficient they are, 
and what you need to enhance

02. org chart and scaling plan 
development

03. for just launched companies: 
development of sustainable HR 
processes

04. transformation of culture: we integrate 
a product approach into people 
management

05. building and development of HR 
brands worldwide

www.typical.company
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What we can do together if you want to develop some exact 
aspect

07. evaluation of employees, and 
development plans creation

08. optimization of the talents’ life cycle 
and assistance with retention

09. design and implementation of a 
motivation system

11. employee training based on company 
priorities

10. evaluation of top management and 
entire teams

12. crisis management team training and 
assistance with layoffs

06. job leveling and development of 
competencies maps
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13. setting up recruitment and 
onboarding processes, assistance 
with attracting employees
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Our methodology and way we work

Number of combinations and challenges that 
businesses face are limitless. That’s the reason why 

. Every project 
we work on consists of 4 consecutive stages.  

we start every single project from company, its 
peculiarities and limitations research, and only after 
that we develop a customised solution
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Our methodology and way we work

01 Research and problem 
definition

The goal of this stage is to conduct a profound research of customer’s request 
and define and formalise problems we are about to solve. For that we gather the 
project team, study company structure and its aspects: we conduct in-depth 
interviews, enhance employees’ involvement and deep dive into the processes. 
Research helps us to understand limitations and risks, that we consider while 
developing problem’s solution.

02 Solution development This stage consists of intensive work and cooperative search for the right 
solution, that perfectly fits the company. We are looking for a solution, that later 
can be developed, scaled and edited by the company in the future and under 
different circumstances. 

03 Education If we design and develop new processes, we should educate customer how to 
follow them. In order to do that we hold workshops, develop business cases, give 
home tasks and divide employees into groups in order to work with difficulties 
every person faces. This approach helps team to apply recently received 
knowledge into work and understanding whether all we developed is really 
efficient for the business. 

04 Implementation & support Every project is finalised by the implementation stage, that lasts at least 4 weeks. 
During this time we stay in touch with the customer, and we help our solution to 
become the routine. We supervise, polish up the tools and help employees to 
use new developments on their own.
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The team 

TYPICAL consists of consultants and creators with 
diverse education and experience. There are 
business people, psychologists, hr-managers, 
economists, international relations specialists, 
journalists and product managers. Every single 
person has a unique background and various 
interests. And we bring all these peculiarities into 
our work and learn from each other on the daily 
basis. 
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The team 

As for now TYPICAL is represented by 3 teams

We’ll be happy 
 for coffee & ideas 

exchange. 

to meet you in Amsterdam or 
somewhere else in the world

— business consulting team
— HR-brand consulting team
— brand&creative team
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We are on a mission . The only 
way to do it is to start with ourselves and lead everyone by 
example. That is why 

. That is why we 
invest heavily in development and growth. All of these 
things help us to see real problems, to generate more 
creative solutions, to involve founders and employees and 
to change entire mindsets”

to change ways people work

we gather people who are driven and 
motivated by our mission and the team

TYPICAL Founder

Valeria Rozova,
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The team 
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Everything we do and work on, we try to remaster 
into the . So that 

 right 
at the moment. 

valuable content we can support 
our potential and former customers with advice, 
cases, guides even if we don’t work together
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Finally, we are constantly 
creating valuable content

We share our challenges and wins on 
LinkedIn, and also show our inner 
kitchen on Instagram

We are constantly experimenting with 
something new: get publicised in media, 
participate in doc movies and create 
performances

We create and launch educational 
initiatives: for instance, we created a 
course on the topic of talents’ search 
and hiring
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Valuable content

We analyse companies’ actions and 
mistakes, find insightful analytics and 
share useful checklists and guides on 
Medium

We regularly release immense 
researchers with other companies. The 
most popular of the researches is about 
the OKR system and how companies 
work with it. 

We develop our website library: step by 
step we build a profound knowledge 
base for managers and leaders
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How can we make your 
company better together?

Share your ideas with us

hello@typical.company
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